
Music Theory: Introduction to Intervals 
 

Music theory in and of itself is a language, and just as one could not expect to just 

know a new language without learning the basics first and adding to that 

knowledge, the same applies here. 

While it is true there are many notable musicians who have next to no knowledge 

of theory per se, these individuals were more or less “born into” the language. For 

the rest of us, however, we will be acquiring this language over time, building a 

vocabulary and committing it to muscle memory, in order to more fluently 

express our ideas. 

Intervals: 
 

Intervals are the spaces between two tones, in our 12-tone equal temperament 

scale we measure these in (smallest first) Half-step (or semi-tone), Whole-step (or 

Tone. Over scales we have other names for the intervallic relationships. 

 

As you can see, this is an extremely simplistic foundation to describe the distance 

between two notes, and from this basis we can build the understanding of 

intervallic relations over an octave. 



Compound Interval: Thirds, Fifths, and Sevenths 
 

The first compound interval (an interval combining the half and whole step) is the 

Third. The third comes in Major and Minor, and this is the interval we use for 

building our basic chords (Triads, 7ths). 

The major third is built from stacking two Whole-steps, the minor is a stacked 

Whole-step and Half-step. For this we will be taking a section from a Keyboard 

running from C to C, or one Octave, this will give us one full scale to work with. 

 

Building on this compounding idea, we can then stack thirds. Stacking thirds, as 

previously mentioned is how we build the basic chord structures, the first of 

which we will tackle is the perfect fifth. It is important to note that the transitive 

nature effects the chord texture, a stack creates a three-note chord (triad) which 

can be Major or Minor in texture. Stacking the Major First produces a Major Triad, 

and the Minor first a minor triad. We can stack doubled up majors or minors for 



Augmented and Diminished chords respectively, but that is for another time. For 

now, the fifth we will be discussing is the perfect fifth and it will always be 7 Half-

steps from the root. 

 

As we can see we are not at the end of the scale yet, our next stack of thirds will 

bring us to the seventh, and this is where things become a little more 

complicated. There is a Major and a Flat Seventh reached by stacking major and 

minor thirds from the fifth yielding 4 separate chords: Major 7, Dominant 7, 

Minor 7, Minor-Major 7. 



 

Other Compounded Thirds: Diminished and Augmented 
 

There are, of course, other ways to stack thirds, either two major or minor thirds, 

these create augmented and diminished triads respectively, featuring a sharp fifth 

and flat fifth, respectively. Suffice to say, they are rare enough to know they exist, 

but not really delve in much further. 

 

Non-Compound Intervals: Second, Fourth, Sixth 
 

This is a half-truth, when we continue stacking thirds above the octave, we will 

reach the major second, fourth, and sixth (called the ninth, eleventh, and 

thirteenth, respectively). However, within the octave they are not compounded 

by thirds, and it is just simpler to remember them as units of themselves. 



 

 

There are of course other intervals, however, for brevity and retaining the 

practical nature of this material, I will supply only a brief definition: 

• The Flat Second – This is the note that is one Half-step above the root. 

• The Tritone – This note resides where the Diminished (Flat) fifth is. 

• The Flat Sixth – This note resides where the Augmented (Sharp) Fifth is. 

 

Intervallic Relations 
 

Now that we have laid the intellectual groundwork, it comes time to train our 

ears, there are a myriad of programs you can utilize to engage in ear training, 

these drills will not give you perfect pitch, but will strengthen your ability to 

recognize intervals. They are detached from the tactile function of utilizing your 

instrument, and this will always be superior in the practical sense. Use programs 

to check your progress, by all means, but always do the work with your 

instrument. 


